YOU have trouble defending a fascist program when out speaking?
• Do
o you find yourself shook, rattled and rolled when people raise questions
• Dfrom
the audience – without permission, let alone “proper vetting”?
o you feel that the police just don’t come fast enough or brutalize people hard
• Denough
when such unfortunate things happen?
people mock you when you
• Atryndtodosuppress
the record of
these encounters?

Ask your
doctor to tell you about
the amazing new drug Fascira!

Fascira calms your nerves and shuts off whatever conscience

or reason you have left and enables you to ignore the truth and
threaten or carry out violence and censorship against those who
question you. Fascira is a product of Trump-Pence Drugs,
which has also brought you Theocratica
for those who are troubled by
scientific thinking, Bullira
that enhances your ability to do
vicious personal attacks, and Numbora
for those who don’t want to fully face
the anguish they feel at the
threat to humanity.

Steve Mnuchin,
U.S. Secretary of the Treasury

Side effects: FasciraTM enables an epidemic of poverty, lack of medical care and homelessness in the inner cities and
beyond. In repeated studies, FasciraTM has been shown to cause inability to ascertain truth or exhibit compassion
for human beings. FasciraTM is known to contribute to life-threatening levels of environmental devastation. Users are
known to spread virulent and violent xenophobia and white supremacy. Caution: Do not use FasciraTM if you do not wish
to be associated with violent ethnic cleansing, imposition of fundamentalist Christianity as law of the land, if you are
uncomfortable with depriving women and LGBTQ people of their humanity, or if you are unwilling to be passive in the
face of a demented bully with his finger on the nuclear button who poses an existential danger to humanity.
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